
SOPAC 2011 Evaluation

Keynote 5: The Power of a Connected Community

Speaker: Simon Sheikh (Stephen Mayne) Number of Responses 97

SA = Strongly Agree

A = Agree

N = Neutral

D = Disagree

SD = Strongly Disagree

Course Content SA % A % N % D % SD %

Approval 

Rating

The content of this presentation was of high quality 45 46% 30 31% 17 18% 3 3% 1 1% 77% FALSE

The presentation by Simon Sheikh was of high quality
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The topic is of interest to me/my organisation
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General comments/suggestions:

Congrats to Stephen Mayne for filling in. Lack of even an agenda slide meant it was difficult for me to follow the train 

of his presentation.

A more than capable locum!

Brilliant, as was last year. Excellent, informative. Thank you.

Couldn't see relevance with audit / governance / business

Good suggestions given on internal auditors working in social media to move interests.

Excellent presentation, informative, a "wow" fluid speaker.

Good presentation - gets you interested in the use of social networking.

"Never shown P.P.P." Made it difficult to understand.

Especially good for a last minute presentation

Very interesting.

Stephen did well as a last minute stand in - not too repetitive in comparison to previous presentations

No show!! Not even a substitute from get up. Stephen was excellent though!!

Love his passion, admire his courage and strength in the face of opposition, threats and wish public sector leaders 

would worry more about doing their jobs better or properly. Great orator with flowing thoughts. Respect those 

organisations who have chosen to invite Stephen onto their audit committee.

Although very interesting information shared, there appeared to be no clear structure of Keynote. Spoke very quickly 

and hardly "came up for breath"! Almost exhausting to listen to! Could have spent more time discussing issues of 

how to manage the risks of connectivity etc.

I personally agree Wikileaks can be good to keep politicians etc accountable, if used appropriately.

Excellent


